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      Abstract 

IPv6 is another version of the inter-networking convention intended to address the 

versatility and administration deficiencies of the present standard, IPv4 and IPv6 are not 

specifically comparable, IPv4 frameworks, in any case, are pervasive and not going to leave 

"overnight" as the IPv6 frameworks are come in. It is important to create smooth move 

components that empower applications to keep working while the system is being 

overhauled. In this research paper we introduce the plan and usage of a straightforward 

benefit that interprets bundle headers as they combination of IPv4 and IPv6 systems. While 

few such move in the systems have been proposed. Accordingly, we can exhibit and measure 

a working framework, and give an account of the complexities required in building and 

conveying such a framework. 
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Introduction 
 

IPv4 (Internet Protocol Version 4) is the fourth modification of the Internet Protocol 

(IP) used to distinguish gadgets on a system through framework. The Internet Protocol is 

intended for use in interconnected frameworks of parcel exchanged between PCs. 

IPv4 is the most broadly conveyed Internet convention used to interface gadgets to the 

Internet. IPv4 utilizes a 32-bit address plot taking into account an aggregate of 2^32 locations 

(a little more than 4 billion locations). With the development of the Internet it is normal that 

the quantity of unused IPv4 locations will in the end run out in light of the fact that each 

gadget - including PCs, cell phones and diversion supports - that associates with the Internet 

requires an address. Another Internet tending to framework Internet Protocol adaptation 6 

(IPv6) is being conveyed to satisfy the requirement for more Internet locations. 

IPv6 (Internet Protocol Version 6) is additionally called IPng (Internet Protocol next 

generation) and it is the most up to date form of the Internet Protocol (IP) investigated in the 

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)  advisory groups for the present variant of IPv4 

(Internet Protocol Version 4).  

IPv6 is the successor to Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4). It was composed as a 

transformative move up to the Internet Protocol. IPv6 is intended to permit the Internet to 

develop consistently, both regarding the quantity of hosts associated and the aggregate sum of 

information movement transmitted.  

IPv6 is referred as the "Next generation" Internet standard and has been a work in 

progress now since the mid-1990s. IPv6 was resulting from worry that the interest for IP 

locations would surpass the accessible supply. 
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Why do we need IPv6? 

=> The quantity of Internet-associated clients, systems and applications are developing at 

such a fast speed so that the pool of accessible locations for the first form of the Internet 

Protocol, known as IPv4, is as a rule quickly drained. IPv4 utilizes 32-bit addresses and can 

support 4.3 billion systems associated specifically to the Internet. The substitution 

convention, called IPv6, utilizes 128-bit addresses and gives such an endless number of 

locations 

 While clarifying the certainty of IPv6, IPv4 has 4.3 billion addresses however the total 

population surpasses 7 billion in the world. The implementation goes out of  space sooner or 

later we will come up short on IPv4 addresses if everybody on the planet will get associated 

with the internet. Indeed, even today, with more than 2 billion Internet clients around the 

world, the Internet has achieved only 32% entrance. 

How IPv6 overcomes IPv4 limitation: 

1) Larger IP address space: 

IPv6 having 128 bit address space (4 time more compare to IPv4 address space which is 32 

bits). This will enough for many years. Practically every people on Earth should be able to 

receive more address space. 

2) Better security:  

IPv6 having internal security protocols. i.e. encryption of data packet, authentication of 

source header packet. 

3) Consideration to real time:  

IPv6 implements quick support doe real time traffic which includes flow label mechanism in 

routers to provide easier sending of data packets. 

4) Larger IP address space: 

Compare to IPv4, IPv6 provides extension between the header and the payload when needed. 

This improves flexibility and reliability for future system users. 
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IPv4 Header 
 

IP Header 

 

 

 Protocol Version (4 bits) : This is the main field in the convention header. This field 

possesses 4 bits. It shows the current IP convention being used. Most of the normal 

adaptation of IP convention being utilized is form 4 while variant 6 is out in market and 

quickly gaining popularity. 

 

 Header Length (4 bits) : This field gives the length of the IP header. The length of the 

header is represented in 32 bits. This length likewise incorporates IP alternatives. Since 

this field is of 4 bits so the maximum header length permitted is 60 bytes. Generally 

when no alternatives are available then the estimation of this field is 5. Here 5 implies 

five 32 bit words i.e. 5 *4 = 20 bytes. 

 

  Type of service (8 bits) : The initial three bits of this field are known as priority bits and 

are ignored in present. The following 4 bits represents kind of administration and the last 

bit left unused. The 4 bits that represents to TOS are : minimize delay, maximize output, 

reliability and minimize money related cost. 

 

 Total length (16 bits): It shows the aggregate of IP datagram length in bytes. Since the 

header length gives the length of header and this field gives add up to length so the length 

of information and its beginning stage can without much of a stretch be figured utilizing 

these two fields. Since this is a 16 bit field and it speaks to length of IP datagram so the 

most extreme size of IP datagram can be 65535 bytes. At the point when IP 

fragmentation happens over the system then estimation of this field also get changed. 

There are situations when IP datagrams are little long yet a few information like Ethernet 

data these little casings to be of a base length ie 46 bytes. So to know the correct length 
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of IP header if there should be an occurrence of Ethernet cushioning this field proves to 

be useful. 

 

 Identification (16 bits): This field is utilized for uniquely recognizing the IP datagrams. 

This value is increased each time an IP datagram is sent from source to the distination. 

This field proves to be useful. 

 

 Flags (3 bits): This field involves three bits. While the primary bit is kept reserved, the 

following two bits have their own particular significance. The second bit shows the 'Don't 

Fragment' bit. At the point when this bit is set then IP datagram is never divided, rather 

its discarded if a prerequisite for part emerges. The third bit speaks to the 'More 

Fragment' bit. In the event that this bit is set then it represents a divided IP datagram that 

has more fragments after it. If there should arise an occurrence of last bit of an IP 

datagram this bit is not set to be the last section of a specific IP datagram. 

 

 Fragment offset (13 bits):  This field is used to reassemble fragmented IP datagrams. 

 

 Time to live (8 bits): It shows number of hops which IP datagram will travel before 

being discarded. Every hop in network used to get decremented by one. 

 

 Protocol (8 bits) : It shows transport layer protocol which passes data to IP layer. Here 

data de-multiplex happens. 

 

  Header Checksum (16 bits) : It shows value that calculated using algorithm in header 

field. It stored value in header when data packet sent from source to destination. Data 

order maintain here. This field used to check integrity of data. 

 

 Source and destination IP (32 bits each) : It stores source and destination address. Size 

of this field is 32 bits. So there is limit for IP addresses being used here. That is why IPv6 

came in picture. 

 

 Options (Variable length) : It shows list of active IP packets. This field is optional in IP 

header.  

 

 Data: It contains data from other layer which handed over to IP layer. It includes header 

and transport layer data protocols. 
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IPv6 Header 

 

 Version (IP version 4-bits): It contains 4 bits number which indicates the version of 

IPv6 data packet. It is same like IPv4 header version. But it is not distinguished based on 

value of the version field in both IPv4 as well as IPv6. 

 

 Traffic class (8 bits): It contain 8 bit priority field.  This field’s ain function is to 

identifies the data packets that belong to same traffic class in network with different 

priorities. 

 

 Flow label (20 bits): It contains 20 bit flow label field which IPv6 header used to set 

packet belonging to same label. Flow of data identified using source and destination 

address. 

 

In IPv6 routing it must handle packets which belong to same flow in proper order. It may 

be conveyed by protocol known as RSVP (Resource reservation protocol). 

 

 Payload length (16 bits): This field contains the length of data in bits following IPv6 

header. For more payloads there is provision of extension of payload length to 64 kilobytes. 

In case of jumbo payload it represents zero value in payload length field. It used for heavy 

transporting heavy data load between through packets.  

 

 Next header (8 bits): The 8 bit next header field contains type of header immediately 

after IPv6 header and located at the starting point of payload data field. The two common 

types of next header are TCP and UDP. It is similar to IPv4. 

 

 Hop limit (8 bits): It also known as Time to live field (TTL). This field decremented 

by one with each node what forwards the data packets. If the hot limit decremented to zero 

then that particular data will get discarded. IPv6 data packet allowed maximum 255 hops 

before being discarded. It means IPv6 data packets pass through maximum 254 router 

before being discarded from network. Here fragmented data packet kept in different header 

section.  

 

 Source address (128 bits): This field contains 128 bit IPv6 address of the original 

node of the data packet. It also known as originator of IPv6 data packet. 
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 Destination address (128 bits): This filed contains 128 bit IPv6 address of the 

recipient node of data packet which intended to recipient of IPv6 packet.  
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Class addressing 
 

 

=> IP class address divided into 5 classes. Where class A consumes 8 bits network id and 

host id takes 24 bits. Same follows by class B and C. 

 

=> Here wastage of IP occurs because of block assigning with address which consumes extra 

bits. That is why IPv6 came into picture as new IPv4 address space came near to finish. 

 

 

 
 

IPv4 32 bit address format 
 

=> 192.168.10.200 

 

Number OF possible IP addresses: 2 to the power of 32 

 

IPv6 128 bit address format 
 

=> IPv6 address contains 128 bit which note down in hexadecimal format as follow: 

 

3EFE:067B:2F3F:0000:0000:0000:00A7:1234 

8 groups of 16-bit hexadecimal numbers separated by “:” 

Leading zeros can be removed 

3EFE:67B:2F3F::A7:1234 

:: = all zeros in one or more group of 16-bit hexadecimal numbers 

 

Number of possible IP addresses: 3.4 * 10 to the power of 38 
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Major improvements of IPv6 header compare to IPv4 header:  
 

1) No option field 

 Here option field replaced by extension of header which results into fixed size of 40 

byte IP header. 

 

2) No header checksum 

 It results into fast processing speed as it does not follow checksum of ip data packet. 

 

3) No fragmentation at intermediate nodes 

 It allows fast IP forwarding for data packets in network. 

 

4) IPv6 does not require manual configuration for implementing or assigning IP addressing or 

DHCP. 

 

IPv6 Protocols: 
 

As IPv6 does not use ARP to map network layer like IPv4 address to link level address. IPv6 

uses ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol Version 6) so that it can discover neighbors 

and routers through neighbor discovery (ND) and router advertisement (RA) messages. 

ICMPv6 determines automatically path of MTU limitation.   

 

IPv6 Subnetting : 
 

Subnetting is way of user to assign IP address to meet system needs. For example, if any 

company has two office at different location then the IP address space can be subnetted to get 

host IP address as per the need. IPv6 subnetting handles traffic control efficiently. Subnet of 

IPv6 allows 2^64-1 addresses in the network range. 
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IPv6 tunneling technology using NAT and DNS 
 

 

 

 
=> NAT64 and DNS 64 used for protocol translation to connect IPv6 users to IPv4 services. 

So that data available only via IPv4 can be retrieved and get back to IPv6 user. 

 

=> DS-Lite (Dual-Stack lite): 

 
DS-lite uses NAT44 with IPv6 tunneling to transport IPv4 packets across an IPv6 network 

path where older IPv4 user exists. It used to allow all IPv4 traffic traversal to the network 

related to core of the network and assigns automated dynamically port number. 
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IPv6 Routing 
 

IPv6 routing entry contains configuration as follow: 

 

 Destination: This includes prefix to match for routing route. 

 Flag:  

1. U for up route 

2. H for target host  

3. G for user gateway 

4. R for dynamic reinstate of route 

5. D for dynamically installed 

6. M for modification 

7. C for cache entry 

8. Next hop for address to forward data packets. 

 Met: It is known as metric which shows distance to the target in hops. 

 Use: It shows look up count  

 Ref: It shows reference to the destination route.  

 

How to shift on IPv6 
 

Some hardware and system that user have purchased is as of now IPv6 prepared; some is 

definitely not. IPv4 hardware and programming may work for quite a while amid the move. 

Before purchasing new things, users should check their current hardware for IPv6 similarity. 

Systems and applications check include:  

 

1. Computer working frameworks, for example, Mac OS X, Windows and Android. 

2. Computer networking gadgets, for example, link and DSL modems, remote access 

("Wi-Fi switches"), switches and home gateways.  

3. Networked home hardware, for example, printers, AV receivers and TVs equipped for 

interfacing with the Internet. 

4. Home security frameworks that utilization IP systems. 

5. Internet service providers (ISPs). 

6. Computer security programming, for example, firewalls and hostile to infection 

programs. 

7. Voice-over-IP and video conferencing programs. 
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Conclusion for IPv6 implementation benefits over IPv4 
 

=> IPv6 beats huge numbers of the restrictions of IPv4 while acquainting new components 

and usefulness with make the occupation of the system executive simpler. Where IPv6 is 

essentially not the same as IPv4, the progressions are intended to upgrade the organization 

encounter. Where the comparison to IPv4 remains better and IPv6 convention feels 

"commonplace".  

 

=> In the overcoming of IPv4's shortcomings, IPv6 has made extraordinary steps. The most 

clear is that IPv6 has an address space of 128 bits (versus 32 bits in IPv4), which permits 

numerous more machines to be associated with a system. What's more, IPv6 enhances switch 

execution issues using more compact system datagram headers.  

 

=> Changes in IPv6 are shallow. For example, IPv6 no longer uses "private locations yet 

rather utilizes two sorts of system locations called "site-local" and "link-local" addresses. The 

"Address Resolution Protocol" and "Switch Discovery Protocol" have been supplanted with 

the Neighbor Discovery Protocol replaces with the DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol). At last, the reading material execution methods that are utilized for some IPv4 

systems are fundamentally the same as for IPv6 systems. This permits IPv6 implementers to 

influence their current ability in the arrangement of next generation to utilize the IPv6 

structure. 
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